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Appendix: Lagrangian Advection Approach

Lagrangian techniques for passive scalars require the construction of the streamline or

pathline for a massless particle; this path is defined by dx/dt = u, where x is the

coordinate location and u is the velocity vector.   A tremendous body of work describes

Lagrangian advection methods, and the field continues to expand through improvements

in the methods and intriguing applications.1-7 In this appendix, we describe an algorithm

for calculating the path of a passive particle through an established velocity field.   The

relative merits of tracing particle paths backwards from a component exit rather than

forward from the component entrance is also explored.

Advection Routine for Calculating Streamlines

The advection routine used in the current work is very fast because this construction of

the pathline does not require numerical integration:  the velocity field is assumed to vary

linearly in each computational cell between the interface-normal velocities provided by

TINY3D, 8 so given the downstream point where a particle left a cell, the code can

calculate directly the point at which the particle entered the cell (or vice-versa).  This

algorithm is described in detail by Mott et al.9 The case for tracking particles as they
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move downstream will be presented, and the procedure for tracing streamlines upstream

is identical if the velocity field U(x,y,z) is replaced with -U.

For example, consider a particle that enters a cell at xi,  and define Δxp as the

distance this particle must traverse to cross the downstream x interface. Assume that u(x)

varies linearly in x between ui at xi and uf=ui +Δup at that downstream interface at xi +

Δxp. Then the time required to reach that interface is
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We calculate the exit times ty  and tz for the other coordinate directions as well, and texit =

min(tx, ty, tz) indicates when the particle will leave the cell.  The x location at texit relative

to the point the particle entered the cell is
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Therefore, we calculate the new location of the particle as it exits the cell without

numerically integrating the trajectory – the exit point is provided by the above equations

in closed form. This procedure can be used to project points downstream to their final

destinations or upstream to their points of origin. This algorithm removes the time step

constraint imposed to ensure stability and accuracy when integrating the particle path

using a more traditional approach. This approach also eliminates “lost” particles that are

reported by some authors.  These lost particles either intersect a wall or are trapped in

paths that are prohibitively expensive to calculate and are therefore abandoned before the

particle exits the geometry.  Lost particles would result in “holes” in the advection map

where data would be unavailable for interpolating the particle coordinates, so alternate

schemes that do not guarantee that every particle path is successfully integrated cannot be

used to define an advection map.



Forward-Tracking versus Backtracking Particle Paths

Figure A1 repeats the channel with the single groove shown in Fig. 1 of the main

text, and Figure A2 compares two advection methods for specifying the dye distribution

in plane 3 using discrete particles.  In Fig. A2a, an equally-spaced distribution of 64 x 22

particles is introduced at the inflow plane 1 of Fig. A1 and tracked downstream to plane

3.  Each particle’s color is determined at the start of the calculation by where it was

released (i.e., the left half produces dark particles, and the right half produces light

particles), and the calculation of its path determines its final location in Fig. A2a.  In Fig.

A2b, a uniform grid of particles is placed in the outflow plane 3, but their colors are not

specified at the beginning of the calculation.  The streamline intersecting each particle is

traced upstream to determine where each particle intersects plane 1. Particles that

intersect plane 1 in the left half of the channel are specified dark, and those that intersect

plane 1 in the right half of the channel are light.  In both cases, the algorithm described

above is used to determine the particle paths. Large gaps appear in Fig. A2a near the floor

of the channel where the fluid experiences the most deformation. This sparse coverage

limits the information available about the species concentrations in this area.  In contrast,

a uniform distribution is ensured in Fig. 2b since the particle locations are specified at

this plane and their paths backtracked to obtain the entrance location and the color.

The distinction between these two approaches is critical to the current design

approach.  Each advection map stores a distribution of points in the outflow plane and the

points upstream that lie on the streamlines passing through these points.  To determine

the inflow coordinate that corresponds to an arbitrary outflow point, the map must

interpolate using the points that are stored.  This interpolation would be erratic and

inaccurate in areas that are poorly populated with points, such as near the channel floor in

Fig. A2a.  Therefore, the advection maps are constructed using backtracking from

specified points in the outflow plane so that a uniform distribution of points is available

for the interpolation.
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Figure A1:  Microchannel with single diagonal groove cut into the bottom. a)  top view of
a microchannel with a single diagonal groove (gray).  Flow enters the channel from the
left.  b) Perspective plot showing the distribution of two species (dark and light) at three
stations and the streamline between points A and B.
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Figure A2:  Particle distributions exiting the component at plane 3 in Fig. A1. Filled
symbols show particles that entered the component in the left half of the channel, and
open symbols represent particles that entered the component on the right. a) 64 x 22
particles that enter uniformly spaced at plane 1 in Fig. 1 and move downstream through
the component b)  64x22 particles uniformly placed in the exit plane 3; the symbol type is
chosen by tracking each particle’s path upstream through the component to determine its
point of origin.
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